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INSTRUCTION MANUAL
HHP-700 & HHP1000

HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP

                                           HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP

HHP-700 & HHP1000
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1. FEATURES :

� Light weight

� Easy to use

� Portable

2. DESCRIPTION:

        HHP700 & HHP 1000  are  ideal tools for calibrating pressure transmitters, pressure

transducers, pressure switches and pressure gauges. It offers adjustable overpressure

protection, fine control and a unique Priming low/high pressure selector switch. The pumps

generates pressure up to 700 bar or 1000 bar.CIFICATIONSTANDARD

3. CONSTRUCTION:

STANDARD
SPECIFICATIO
NS

1
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF PARTS:

1. Connect 1/4” BSP female adapter to master instrument.  E.g. Digital/Analog indicators.

2. Pressure release valve.

3. Fine control.

4. Front port: 1/4” BSP female.

5. 100cc  Reservoir.

6. Reservoir filling plug/Safety valve

7. Priming/High pressure selector.

8. Fluid inlet tube.

9. Rear port: ¼” BSP female reserved for valve pressure relief.

10. Pump Handles.

5. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Remove filling plug (6) and fill reservoir (5) up to the marked level with the appropriate fluid

and replace plug.

2. Connect master instrument to pump through connection (1) using the appropriate seals and

adaptors.

3. Connect instrument under test to flexible hose/gauge adaptor and attach to pump through the

quick-fit connection (4).

4. Adjust the Fine control (3) to ‘mid-travel’.

5. Ensure the pressure release valve (2) is open (turn fully clockwise then one turn anti-

clockwise). Fully squeeze handles ‘in’ and turn the selector (7) to the ‘prime’ position.

6. Operate handles several times to expel air from the pump. (Ensure that the fluid inlet tube (8)

remains immersed in fluid at all times).

7. Close the release valve (2) fully clockwise.

8. Prime system by squeezing handles together and then releasing, allowing the oil to enter the

pump cylinder. Repeat as necessary as required until system is fully primed and low pressure

is indicated on either the master or test instrument.

9. With handles fully squeezed ‘in’ select the ‘high’ pressure position on selector (7) and operate

handles to generate approximate pressure.

10. Adjust required pressure using the fine control (3).
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Note:
� Pressure will fall slightly, immediately after pressure generation due to

thermodynamic effects, but will stabilize after 10-15 minutes.

� Careful use of the release valve (2) and fine control (3) enable a controlled

       release of pressure, essential for calibration purposes.

   Warning:

� Do not exceed maximum operating pressure indicated on pump label!

11. To totally release pressure from the system turn release valve (2) one turn anticlockwise and

select the ‘prime’ position on selector (7) after first squeezing handles fully in.

6. SPECIFICATIONS:

� Pressure range                        :          0 to 700 bar or 0/1000bar maximum

� Pressure media                       :           hydraulic oil

� Pressure connections             :          3/8" BSP female/1/4" BSP female

� Physical                                   :          1.8 kg (with oil)

7. ACCCESSORIES:

     I. Pump with hose.

II. Adaptors  mild steel nical plated

When ordered in a kit.

1. 1/4” BSP (m) to 1/8” BSP parallel female

2. 1/4” BSP (m) to 1/4” BSP parallel female

3. 1/4” BSP (m) to 3/8” BSP parallel female

4. 1/4” BSP (m) to 1/2” BSP parallel female

NPT versions of the above are available upon request.


